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10.11 Suppose that a stock price S follows geometric Brownian motion with expected
return JJL and volatility a:

dS = fjiS dt + crS dz

What is the process followed by the variable S"l Show that S" also follows geo-
metric Brownian motion. The expected value of ST, the stock price at time T, is
Se^{T~t}. What is the expected value of S% ?

*10.12. Suppose that x is the yield to maturity with continuous compounding on a discount
bond that pays off $1 at time T. Assume that x follows the process

dx = U(XQ — x)dt + sxdz

where a, XQ, and s are positive constants and dz is a Wiener process. What is the
process followed by the bond price?

*10.13. Suppose that x is the yield on a perpetual government bond that pays interest at the
rate of $1 per annum. Assume that x is expressed with continuous compounding,
that interest is paid continuously on the bond, and that x follows the process

dx = U(XQ — x)dt + sxdz

where a, XQ, and s are positive constants and dz is a Wiener process. What is the
process followed by the bond price? What is the expected instantaneous return
(including interest and capital gains) to the holder of the bond?

APPENDIX WA: DERIVATION OF ITO'S LEMMA
In this appendix we show how Ito's lemma can be regarded as a natural extension
of other, simpler results. Consider a continuous and differentiable function G of
a variable ;c. If Ax is a small change in x and AG is the resulting small change in
G, it is well known that

j (~*
AG-—-Ax (10A.1)

dx

In other words, AG is approximately equal to the rate of change of G with respect
to x multiplied by Ax. The error involves terms of order Ax2. If more precision
is required, a Taylor series expansion of AG can be used:

A ^ dG A \d2G, 2 l d 3 G A ,
AG = — Ax + --—rAx2 + 7—;-Ax3 + •••

dx 2 dx2 6 dx3

For a continuous and differentiable function G of two variables, x andy, the
result analogous to equation (10A.1) is

AG - ̂ ?Ax + ~A>- (10A.2)
dx dy J

and the Taylor series expansion of AG is
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dG . dG . ld2G. 2 d G A . la2G. 2 m
AG = —AJC + —Ay + -—=-Ajr + AJC Ay + -—TAy2 + • • •

<?jc dy y 2 <?jc2 <?jc<?y 7 2 dy2 J

(10A.3)

In the limit as AJC and Ay tend to zero, equation (10A.3) gives

dG = —dx+—dy (10A.4)
âx dy

A derivative is a function of a variable that follows a stochastic process. We
now extend equation (10A.4) to cover such functions. Suppose that a variable x
follows the general Ito process in equation (10.4):

dx = a(x, f)dt + b(x, t)dz (10A.5)

and that G is some function of x and of time, t. By analogy with equation (10A.3),
we can write

_ dG . dG , 1 < ? 2 G A 2 d2G A A ! ^ 2 ^ A 2AG = —A* + —Ar + -—r-Ajr + AJC A? + -—=-Ar + •••
<?* <?f 2 <?jc2 dxdt 2 (??2

(10A.6)

Equation (10A.5) can be discretized to

AJC = a(x, f)Ar + b(x, OcVAr

or if arguments are dropped,

AJC = akt + bejht (10A.7)

This equation reveals an important difference between the situation in equa-
tion (10A.6) and the situation in equation (10A.3). When limiting arguments
were used to move from equation (10A.3) to equation (10A.4), terms in A*2 were
ignored because they were second-order terms. From equation (10A.7),

. Ajc2 = £2e2Af + terms of higher order in Af (10A.8)

which shows that the term involving Ajc2 in equation (10A.6) has a component
that is of order Af and cannot be ignored.

The variance of a standardized normal distribution is 1.0. This means that

£(e2) - [E(€)f = 1

where E denotes expected value. Since E(e} = 0, it follows that E(e2) = 1. The
expected value of e2Ar is therefore Ar. It can be shown that the variance of e2Ar
is of order Ar2 and that as a result of this, e2 Ar becomes nonstochastic and equal
to its expected value of Ar as Ar tends to zero. It follows that the first term on the
right-hand side of equation (10A.8) becomes nonstochastic and equal to b2 dt as
Ar tends to zero. Taking limits as AJC and Ar tend to zero in equation (10A.6), and
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using this last result, we therefore obtain

227

,_ dG , dG ,
dG =—dx+—dt + - .

dx dt 2 dx2
ld2G,2 ,

b2dt (10A.9)

This is Ito's lemma. Substituting for dx from equation (10A.5), equation (10A.9)
becomes

, _ (dG dG \32Gl2\ J dG, ,dc"^fl + ir + 2i?*')<" + ̂ Mz

r^;= t{[VAt-tlgaTj
.t{ £*'*-&}'}
= t{#'-F-JJ'J
= wtl [p-ifj
. a6lt{c4-W*l}
-&} te-i&'-t].M*r*-*î*ii* &

^=?/VV'J =^£i^^^*^
^ 1 £ *

»(>*) - ?6"^ - ?^- fr
7* - *
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*13.11. Using risk-neutral valuation arguments, show that an option to exchange one IBM
share for-two Kodak shares in six months has a value that is independent of the
level of interest rates.

13.12. Consider a commodity with constant volatility, cr. Assuming that the risk-free
interest rate is constant, show that in a risk-neutral world,

\nST~<f>

where ST is the value of the commodity at time T and F is the futures price for a
contract maturing at time T.

*13.13. What is the formula for the price of a European call option on a foreign index when
the strike price is in dollars and the index is translated into dollars at a predeter-
mined exchange rate? What difference does it make if the index is translated into
dollars at the exchange rate prevailing at the time of exercise?

APPENDIX 13A: GENERALIZATION OF ITO'S LEMMA

Ito's lemma as presented in Appendix 10A provides the process followed by a
function of a single stochastic variable. Here we present a generalized version of
Ito's lemma for the process followed by a function of several stochastic variables.

Suppose that a function,/, depends on the n variables x\,X2,..., xn and
time, /. Suppose further that */ follows an Ito process with instantaneous drift a/
and instantaneous variance bj (1 < / < n), that is,

dxi = üidt + bidzi (13A.1)

where dzt is a Wiener process (1 < / < « ) . Each a, and bi may be any function
of all the jc/'s and t. A Taylor series expansion of/ gives

A/ = y *L±Xi +
 a-L&t+

l-yy ^-A*,-A*,-
J ^ âXi at 2 ^ ^ d X i d X ; J

i i j J

+ ^X:f4;A*<-Ar + - - - (13A-2>2 ̂  dxidt

Equation (13A.1) can be discretized as

AJC,- = at A/ + biet TÄr

where e/ is a random sample from a standardized normal distribution. The corre-
lation, PÏJ, between dzi and dzj is defined as the correlation between e/ and ey-.
In Appendix 10A it was argued that

lim AJC? = bjdt
Ar->0 ' '
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gfr à.- éj
Similarly,

lim A*/AJC/ — bjbjpijdt

oo o t
ô db &•*

Ar-»0 ' J • • " • • ' OÏJ 0 fy'tft dt

As Ar —> 0, the first three terms in the expansion of A/ in equation (13A.2) are
of order Ar. All other terms are of higher order. Hence

df - y ^-dx, + a-idt + l y y -^L.bibp dtJ ^ dxj at 2 ̂ ^ dxidxi }hJ

' i j J

This is the generalized version of Ito's lemma. Substituting for dxi from equation '
(13A.1) gives

"f = (ZI1«' + *4 + 5 SZ /J-6>V^at + X ̂ Mz,\ ^—" o'jc/ (?r 2 ^L-'^—' âxjâx; J J / ^ <?jc/
\ ' ' j J I i

(13A.3)

APPENDIX 13B: DERIVATION OF THE
GENERAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
SATISFIED BY DERIVATIVES

Consider a certain derivative security that depends on n state variables and time,
r. We make the assumption that there are a total of at least n + 1 traded securities
(including the one under consideration) whose prices depend on some or all of the
n state variables. In practice, this is not unduly restrictive. The traded securities
may be options with different strike prices and exercise dates, forward contracts,
futures contracts, bonds, stocks, and so on. We assume that no dividends or other
income is paid by the n + 1 traded securities.10 Other assumptions are similar to
those made in Section 11.4 to derive the Black-Scholes equation.

The n state variables are assumed to follow continuous-time Ito diffusion
processes. We denote the /th state variable by 0,- (1 < / < ri) and suppose that

T r''/*' ""'̂  de' = m'6'dt + s'e'dz' (13B-D$£~St'(fcl'~ I Pitt)
where dzi is a Wiener process and the parameters, m, and s/, are the expected
growth rate in 0/ and the volatility of 0/. The m, and Sf can be functions of any of
the n state variables and time. Other notation used is as follows:

Piki correlation between dzt and dik (1 — i, k < n)
ff. price of the y'th traded security (1 < j < n + 1)
r: instantaneous (i.e., very short-term) risk-free rate

'°This is not restrictive. A non-dividend-paying security can always be obtained from a
dividend-paying security by reinvesting the dividends in the security.
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One of the fj is the price of the security under consideration. The short-term
risk-free rate, r, may be one of the n state variables.

Since the n + 1 traded securities are all dependent on the 0/, it follows from
Ito's lemma in Appendix 13A that the fj follow diffusion processes:

/-'/-,***

where wit tj2AJ)

n,
d f j = P j f j dt + X V i j f j dzi

/-/

(13B.2)

jtftfOfify

itisutltovMs-

*>f> **4+z %•»*,H-\ z wfiA < l3B-3>
i,* dßi d9k

^ J%*
© #& i&_<(j

dfy (13B.4)

In these equations, /u^ is the instantaneous mean rate of return provided by /; and
dij is the component of the instantaneous standard deviation of the rate of return
provided by //, which may be attributed to the 0,.

Since there are n + 1 traded securities and n Wiener processes in equation
(13B.2), it is possible to form an instantaneously riskless portfolio, H, using the
securities. Define kj as the amount of theyth security in the portfolio, so that

a+1 m-i-

* r / * /^ r f / - (T /^ n = 5>// ->^r^Z4'4' (13B-5)
cto^LfifsÜß+e*? *; %£^- j-i j*i

jsi J'* ixi

The kj must be chosen so that the stochastic components of the returns from the
securities are eliminated. From equation (13B.2) this means that

lafic.Jmit ZlfafA'O v * - « r - f - - o ''•''••'*" ^ j4l*f / . K j a u J j - u

j*t
tife wuefeS (13B.6)

f>&0ch*

for 1 < / < n. The return from the portfolio is then given by
*4

</n = ^kj^jfjdt
j4

The cost of setting up the portfolio is X; kjfj- If there are no arbitrage opportu-
nities, the portfolio must earn the risk-freeinterest rate, so that

H£ tit fit!

'Zkj^fj^r^kjfj-rf

^•>*t ^ . ̂  ,

Jïï-rWdé (13B.7)

^ *•M4

X kjfjfaj - r) = 0
Jmi

7T J&&&
(13B.8)

r+af
•*

£mlté?-hh-éf

&*wnLt&*i &» to*P*i?*t91K &fa*y+Jom
Atf» *» i&9&» ™fy "SL^Sr
nidfätä$)W,£lkMot ntè'N&xWr
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Equations (13B.6) and (13B.8) can be regarded as n + 1 homogeneous linear
equations in the /c/s. The /c/s are not all zero. From a well-known theorem in
linear algebra, equations (13B.6) and (13B.8) can be consistent only if *"

or

f j ( N ~ ') = X *i*ijfj <13B-9)
1*4. ' ' %

•.mtkr MS U»*rfy*b'*g&1 '
Vjffîéstànw*

j*Jt~f*+L <13B-10)
4 ^

/A; - r = ]T A/o-,-,
/«.*

for some A, (1 < * < n), which are dependent only on the state variables and
time. This proves the result in equation (13.13).

Substituting from equations (13B.3) and (13B.4) into equation (13B.9), we
obtain

9îi + X g«* + \ ̂  ft«"9'e'ai - ̂  = S ̂ .-«<-^r ^ e>0/

which reduces to
dAdt

n ^* i -j2 /*

+ S 0<:dr(m<- ~ A 's«>+ o S p'-**5*ö'-0*;5dwr = r^(?0(- a8idOk

Dropping the subscripts to/, we deduce that any security whose price,/, is
contingent on the state variables 0;(1 < i < n) and time, f, satisfies the second-
order differential equation * A . N -f'if^A/ -/û/tJ -fwdDMeMffî

^+^ 9iW(mi ~ X i S i } + \ 2 P^s^Qt-^r = rf (13B.11)'<?0/ :dQidek

The particular derivative security that is obtained is determined by the boundary
conditions that are imposed on equation (13B.11).

afe^^q^, faM) J (ß$J)

*$(

(fri/0 6»2/»J
feft) te©
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• •

?*^ j^y fo»'&")(*Aïî 7**tâ '-- - '• ' (tâiï*
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i
'L

o
6
>

\

0

6

3 s/ /•>
|H

(»*(!)#))

•I -0

^ &„{„)'l*0 ifa^j^&toKÜr â>,é>/~"& J&fatt
*>ffoüK»a4. uetöfcx èn*(^) $*"* fy^ »^^M^*
M««M af& c-ï-0, Mi *rt ±<SÊtàtrt4f"JrJ™"
t« Ufa* tUerrüw fftè £. $&*#> toy c ab L'Korim*itto9 &&-
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